Interpretation of "thermal hardening" phenomenon at high strain rate has recently become a critical problem in shock wave physics. In this letter, this problem is addressed from a viewpoint of dislocation generation, and a novel conclusion is gained that forest hardening induced by homogeneous nucleation (HN) results in thermal hardening behavior in a BCC metal significantly, apart from phonon drag mechanism. Through numerical simulations with a dislocation based crystal plasticity model, we have reproduced the experimental results quantitatively and predicted a thermal hardening behavior in other BCC metals, i.e., Mo, at higher temperature.
typical features of the velocity profiles, including both the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) spike and the HEL minimum, present thermal hardening phenomenon 4567 . The HEL, also known as dynamic strength 8 , marks the onset of shock induced plasticity. Regarding to BCC metals, most BCC metals still present thermal softening behaviors 9101112 except V and the ferromagnetic metal Fe. In particular, the HEL spikes of V present temperature insensitivity, while the HEL minimums present thermal hardening at elevated temperature. In conventional conceptualization, the extraneous strength stems from dislocation motion. For example, thermal softening behaviors observed at moderate strain rates are attributed to thermally activated dislocation motion 13141516171819 , while thermal hardening behaviors of FCC metals subjected to high strain rates are attributed to phonon drag 20 . As opposed to dislocation motion, dislocation generation has also been regarded as the main contributing factor of the strength as strain rate increases. In particular, F-R sources and cross-slip are common dislocation generation mechanisms at moderate strain rates 21 , while homogeneous nucleation has long been proposed as a likely mechanism responsible for the generation of dislocations at high strain rates 22232425 . Obviously, thermally activated homogeneous nucleation will predict a thermal softening behavior, like AAZ model did 26 . When dealing with the temperature dependent behaviors of BCC metals under shock loading, Gurrutxaga-Lerma pointed out that the temperature dependent behavior of BCC Fe is a result of the interaction between dislocation generation and dislocation motion, including phonon drag hardening, Peierls stress and enhanced dislocation density. 27 Besides above theories, a novel explanation of the thermal hardening phenomenon is recently proposed that the main contributing factor to thermal hardening behavior of FCC metals is due to shear modulus modulating the magnitude of the shielding fields emanated from moving dislocations. Nonetheless, this theory seems not suitable for BCC V. The shear modulus of V shows a singular behavior between 800K and 1100K 28 , which makes the shear modulus effect invalid. Above all, we are still confused with the thermal hardening behavior of BCC V. Is phonon drag responsible for the thermal hardening behavior in BCC V? In this letter, we show that forest hardening induced by homogeneous nucleation (HN) results in the thermal hardening behaviors in a BCC metal significantly, while thermal softening behaviors are mainly due to the temperature effect of Peierls stress through a dislocation based crystal plasticity constitutive model. This thermal hardening mechanism proposed in this letter quite differs from existing theories, and has also been proved to be suitable for other BCC metals.
Classical opinions.-
A dislocation based crystal plasticity constitutive model is applied to address this problem. (See the supplemental material) In this model, dislocation mobility is controlled by Peierls stress and phonon drag, and dislocation generation is controlled by homogeneous nucleation and multiplication. In classical picture, Peierls stress marks the transition from thermally activated glide of dislocations below Peierls stress and phonon drag mechanism above Peierls stress 29 . When dealing with a weak shock loading problem, the applied stress induced by shock compression exceeds the Peierls stress quickly, leading to the thermally activated glide of dislocations invalid and phonon drag dominating dislocation motion. Thus the dislocation velocity is mainly controlled by the Peierls stress and the phonon drag effect. As temperature increases, drop of Peierls stress makes it easier for a dislocation to move, while growth of phonon drag makes it harder. It seems to us that the interaction between Peierls stress and phonon drag may indeed result in a transition from thermal softening to thermal hardening. Firstly, let's neglect the temperature dependent dislocation generation, i.e., HN, to check out whether temperature dependent dislocation mobility is responsible for the temperature dependent behaviors of the dynamic yield strength in BCC metals. As shown in FIG. 1, calculated results of both metals at room temperature are in good agreements with experimental results, while calculated HEL minimum and the plastic front of V at elevated temperature deviate from the experimental result obviously. In particular, calculated HEL minimum at 1100K is much smaller than experimental result. Apparently, a constitutive model, in which only the temperature effect of dislocation mobility is taken into account, is incapable of capturing the essence of the plastic deformation in a shock loaded BCC metal at elevated temperature correctly. 
HN.-
In this letter, temperature dependent dislocation generation is attributed to homogeneous nucleation. HN occurs when applied stress approaches the nucleation strength. The nucleation strength of a metal is about G/15 30 , and hard to be achieved 31 . Thus HN is usually thermally activated. Due to its thermally activated property, HN is of high temperature and high stress sensitivity. As temperature increases, decrease of the activation energy and increase of the thermal fluctuation make HN to occur more easily. As shown in FIG. 2 , nucleation probability at a single nucleation site grows sharply from almost negligible at room temperature to about 0.2 at 1100K. As the shear stress increases to 2GPa, the probability of nucleation reaches almost 0.4.
Subsequently, we calculated the velocity profiles using a model with thermally activated HN considered, as shown in FIG.  1(b) . Calculated results with HN considered show a higher HEL minimum and match better with experimental results, which demonstrates that thermally activated HN is responsible for the thermal hardening behaviors of BCC metals at elevated temperature. Nonetheless, from the viewpoint of dislocation generation, HN is still a thermal softening mechanism, but not a thermal hardening mechanism. How does HN result in the increase of the HEL minimum at elevated temperature? Dislocation generation not only contributes to plastic dissipation, but also contributes to hardening via dislocation-dislocation interaction, also known as forest hardening 3233 . Forest hardening and Peierls stress serve as the mechanical threshold stress, also known as the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS), for a dislocation to move together. 34 The dislocation-dislocation interaction serves as the main resistance for a dislocation to move in a BCC metal subjected to high temperature. Existing studies indicate that the plastic hardening of most BCC metals is hardly influenced by temperature, and contributes to the athermal part of the flow stress 35 . However, massive dislocation generation, due to homogeneous nucleation, at high strain rate changes this circumstance. We can learn from time histories of RSS and CRSS that after shock wave arrives, the CRSS of both metals at room temperature almost doesn't evolve, while the CRSS at elevated temperature increases considerably. As shown in FIG. 3(b) , the CRSS of V at 1100K even exceeds the CRSS at 300K at the HEL minimum. Since it's assumed that the Peierls stress is determined by the ambient temperature, increase of the CRSS is then due to the forest hardening. Massive dislocations are generated at elevated temperatures due to strong temperature sensitivity of HN 36 , leading to thermal hardening of the dislocation-dislocation interaction. That's how HN controls the thermal hardening of the HEL minimum of V. In this case, why was not the same phenomenon observed in other shock loaded BCC metals? Forest hardening and Peierls stress.-Though forest hardening plays the same role as the Peierls stress does on plastic deformation, their temperature effects on dislocation mobility happen to be opposite to each other. As temperature increases, rapid decrease of Peierls stress contributes to thermal softening of the dynamic yield strength, while increase of the foresting hardening contributes to thermal hardening of that.
Based on the Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf theory 37 , Peierls stress of most BCC metals drop sharply with temperature. Thermal hardening of the forest hardening is not enough to make up for the loss of the Peierls stress as temperature increases. Thus Peierls stress dominates the temperature dependent behavior of CRSS, leading to a thermal softening behavior. That's why Fe and V present thermal softening behavior below 677K and below 800K respectively. As temperature increases, Peierls stress almost vanishes, as shown in FIG. 4 . Forest hardening resistance, induced by HN, dominates the temperature dependent behavior of CRSS, leading to a thermal hardening behavior. As shown in FIG. 3 , the CRSS of V at 1100K grows sharply and exceeds the CRSS at 300K after shock wave arrives. Moreover, phonon drag also contributes to the thermal hardening behavior. Consequently, V presents thermal hardening behavior above 800K. It seems to us that this thermal hardening mechanism is also suitable for FCC metals. Using this model, we simulated the temperature dependent response of weak shock wave loaded FCC metals. However, the simulated results indicate that this mechanism doesn't influence the profile evolution significantly (see the supplemental materials). We attributed to this difference between FCC and BCC metals to different dislocation mobility. Lower viscosity of FCC metals makes it easier for a dislocation to slip, and higher dislocation velocity. More energy is dissipated via dislocation slip, while less is dissipated via dislocation nucleation. Thus HN is not significant, neither does the forest hardening. 
Prediction.-
Based on above analysis, it's expected that the thermal hardening phenomenon could also be observed in other BCC metals at higher temperature, at which the Peierls stress vanishes and forest hardening resistance dominates the CRSS. To do such a simulation, the saturation dislocation density 38 is taken into account in case that the dislocation density generated by HN at elevated temperature exceeds the saturation density quickly. The saturation density indicates that the temperature effect of HN is not significant any more as the temperature exceeds a threshold. The only left mechanism is phonon drag mechanism, which predicts a thermal hardening behavior. Calculated results are displayed in FIG.5, and are in accordance with experimental results and theoretical analysis. The same behavior is expected to be suitable for other BCC metals, phonon drag effect of which is temperature sensitive at elevated temperature. Moreover, the dominant mechanism of dislocation evolution in BCC metals could be sorted into three regimes according to temperature, i.e., Peierls stress controlling mechanism, forest hardening controlling mechanism and phonon drag controlling mechanism. At lower temperature, quick drop of Peierls stress dominates the temperature effect of CRSS, leading to a thermal softening phenomenon of the strength. As temperature increases, the Peierls stress almost vanishes, forest hardening induced by HN contributes to thermal hardening of the strength. At even higher temperature, dislocation density approaches the saturation density quickly due to HN, resulting in the temperature effect of HN on forest hardening invalid. Phonon drag results in a thermal hardening behavior. We have shed light on the underlying mechanism that results in the thermal hardening phenomenon in shocked BCC metals through a dislocation based model. The novelty of this work is that the temperature dependent behaviors of the strength at high strain rates are addressed from a viewpoint of dislocation generation. It's concluded that forest hardening induced by HN contributes to thermal hardening of the strength of BCC metals significantly, apart from the classical theory that phonon drag leads to the thermal hardening phenomenon solely. We believe that this study is profitable to the interpretation of experimental data at extreme conditions and the refinement of the theory of dynamic deformation.
